Appendix 4.7 –
Sample Declaration on Children Education Benefits Granted to RSS’s Spouse

Agreement No.: (Insert the Agreement Number)
Agreement Title: (Insert the Agreement Title)

To: (Insert the Consultant Name) (“the Company”)

For your application for reimbursement on children education benefits for the case of my spouse (Insert the Name of the Concerned RSS) for working as a Type A Resident Site Staff (“RSS”) associated with the subject consultancy agreement,

I hereby declare that I have not been granted for children education benefits or similar form of benefits from my term of employment.

I hereby declare that the information contained in this declaration is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I understand that if any information is untrue, inaccurate or incomplete, I may be subject to criminal investigation and prosecution, and the Company may terminate my spouse’s employment as RSS.

I understand that for the purpose of administration of public works project(s) and the subject consultancy agreement, the above information will be disclosed by the Company to the Government.
I hereby give consent to the Company for disclosure of my personal data including but not limited to my name, identity card number (or passport number), and all of the above information to the Government for the above purpose.

Name (of Resident Site Staff’s Spouse) : _____________________

Identity Card/Passport Number (first four digits) : _____________________

Signature : _____________________

Date : _____________________